
 June 2018: 

 Sales are up modestly but help has diminished. It is getting increasingly hard to accomplish 

anything during the day as we spend a fair bit of time at the tills. It is not something I like to do but we 

are forced to leave the front with only 1 person while we try to get basic things done in the back. The 

store is getting pretty messy and the mountain of donations continues to grow, however we are getting 

a lot of poor quality product on our pickups. I have setup a couple of nights to do a super sort. 

 We are effectively starting to charge when the delivery crew goes to a house and the purpose 

was only to dispose of beds, couches etc. Still some work to be done there. Robbie (Teen Challenge) 

asked if we could handle more donations and of course I said yes, so they are referring pickups to 

us.(This is great advertising for us ) I also told him that we would discount the carpet further. he is 

checking with the head office to see if they approve. 

Very soon we will lose Dave Boer as he will be going back to work mid July. He helped out 3-4 days a 

week with extra pickups and deliveries. Albert has been busy at the farm and at Prestige so his help has 

been limited. He is gone for a couple of weeks as well. 

Bill will also be off for a few weeks , so we will be scrambling to pick up anything and may have to 

regulate the amount of pickups unless we can get more volunteers lined up to drive the truck .  

We are in a holding pattern on the roof until the investors have a meeting about the house and its final 

purpose. Hopefully this will be soon as it is getting worse with every rainfall. 

Desmond is now our summer employee and we will get him better trained up on the tills to help in that 

regard when it gets busy. Anna Bolt could not believe how busy the store has gotten as we did $2800.00 

on the 4th of July. We are supplying a company from Toronto with basic items to equip 2 more 

apartments in mid July. We did the one on the 3rd hence the extra $1100.00 in sales for the 4th  

I will be ready for some time off likely in the near future and am pondering a couple of weeks in Nov and 

possibly the month of Jan. With Rose and Lynda I can hopefully organize my schedule to work mon and 

tues only for  a few weeks this summer and that way the girls can get extra experience as well. We have 

Dylan from Yes working thru the summer if he shows that he can be reliable . (we will see) He is good to 

have around but is not a self starter so cannot be left alone for extended periods and requires 

supervision. 

Peter Fieldhouse has finished the mop sink and is finalizing the gravity sump system so that takes care of 

any sump pump alarms.  

We will be starting Theme days soon where we will have a specific seniors day , mens day and womens 

day with basic discounts for those days. We will post something to facebook when this happens. 

Other than that it is business as usual. 


